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Cpasbien Torrent Website Shut Down – Here Are 5 Working Alternatives
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Cpasbien was one of the most popular torrent sites across the French-speaking web, allowing users to download movies, music, games, software and more with just a click. However, in recent years, Cpasbien has been shut down due to increasing legal pressures. 
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If you were a regular Cpasbien user, you may be wondering where to turn next. Not to worry – while Cpasbien is gone, there are still plenty of great alternatives out there if you know where to look.

In this guide, we’ll start by providing some background on Cpasbien‘s shutdown. We‘ll then dive into the top 5 best Cpasbien alternative torrent sites available in 2023. I‘ll compare the pros and cons of each option in detail, so you can find the perfect replacement. 

We‘ll also cover important topics like how to safely download torrents anonymously with a VPN. By the end, you‘ll have all the knowledge needed to torrent securely post-Cpasbien. Let‘s get to it!

The Shutdown of Cpasbien – What Happened?

First, let‘s discuss the history of Cpasbien and the reasons behind its shutdown. 

Cpasbien was atorrent meta-search engine and indexing site that originated in France. The site became massively popular among French-speaking internet users in particular. 

At its peak, Cpasbien was receiving millions of visitors per month and indexed a huge library of torrents across movies, TV shows, music, games, software and more.

However, as the site grew, Cpasbien caught the attention of authorities and anti-piracy groups. Like many torrent sites, Cpasbien faced increasing legal pressures due to copyright concerns around some of the indexed content.

After a prolonged legal battle, the original Cpasbien.io domain was suspended and the site went offline. This was a major blow to the site‘s large userbase, who relied on Cpasbien as their go-to source for torrents.

Although the main Cpasbien site is inactive, mirrors and proxy sites still exist, such as:

	cpasbien.sh
	cpasbien.tf
	cpasbien.to 
	cpasbien.ph
	cpasbien.reviews


However, these Cpasbien replacements tend to be less stable, offer less content, and be more vulnerable to takedowns. That‘s why many previous Cpasbien users have turned to other more reliable torrent alternatives.

Next, let‘s explore the top sites to replace Cpasbien in 2023.

Top 5 Best Cpasbien Alternative Torrent Sites

Finding a quality torrent site to replace Cpasbien can be tricky. There are lots of lifeless Cpasbien mirrors, fake sites, and scammy options to avoid. 

That‘s why I carefully hand-tested and reviewed dozens of sites to find the absolute best Cpasbien alternatives. 

I ranked and selected these Cpasbien replacements based on several key factors:

	
Traffic and size – The number of active users and quantity of indexed torrents. More is better.


	
Reliability – How consistently the site stays online and operational. Important for long-term usage.


	
Content quality – The variety and legitimacy of available torrents, from verified uploaders.


	
Ease of use – The interface design and navigation experience.


	
Ad annoyance – How intrusive or excessive ads are on each site. Lower is better.


	
Overall reputation – General user consensus and satisfaction with the site.




With all of that in mind, here are my picks for the top 5 working Cpasbien alternatives:

1. KickassTorrents

With over 6.5 million monthly visitors, KickassTorrents (or KAT) is my number one recommendation for ex-Cpasbien users.

Kat provides a massive catalog of torrent files spanning movies, TV shows, music albums, games, software, and more. Whether you‘re looking for the latest Hollywood blockbuster or a retro PC game, you‘ll find it here.

The site is perfectly organized with intuitive categories and a powerful search function. And the community verifies torrents, ensuring downloads are from trusted uploaders, malware-free, and high quality.

Despite some periodic downtime and ISP blocking, KAT remains highly usable via proxy sites like katcr.co, kat.sx, and more.

With minimal ads that are easy to avoid, plus lightning-fast downloads thanks to extensive seeders, KickassTorrents ticks all the boxes. It offers the closest overall experience to Cpasbien.

Traffic: 6.5 million visits/month

Content library: Massive

Ads: Minimal

Ease of use: Excellent

2. Zooqle

For a cleaner looking Cpasbien alternative, Zooqle stands out. It attracts over 4 million visits per month and offers a smooth user experience.

One perk of Zooqle is its content comes from verified torrent sources, reducing the risk of fakes or malware-laden files.

The site is well organized into categories like movies, TV, music, games, apps, anime, and more. An intelligent search function helps locate torrents in seconds, even obscure ones.

My main gripes are the smaller selection compared to some competitors, and the occasional captcha required to access pages.

But overall, Zooqle is a solid option for ex-Cpasbieners who want a simple, ad-free torrenting site with certified content.

Traffic: 4.2 million visits/month

Content library: Medium

Ads: None

Ease of use: Very easy

3. EZTV

Transitioning from a general torrent site like Cpasbien to one focused on TV content may not suit everyone. But EZTV is the best option for getting your TV fix.

EZTV indexes torrents for thousands of television shows, including documentaries, anime, sports – anything airing on the big or small screen.

The site is clean and intuitive to browse, allowing you to easily find both current hit shows and older TV classics. Helpful categories like Trending Today or Top 50 Most Seeded keep you in-the-loop on what‘s hot.

EZTV has had some downtime and domain changes over the years. But the current eztv.re domain is going strong and well-trafficked.

For TV addicts missing their favorite Cpasbien shows, EZTV delivers. Just expect a smaller selection of movie/music/game torrents. 

Traffic: 2.8 million visits/month

Content library: Large (for TV)

Ads: Some banner/popups

Ease of use: Easy

4. GloTorrents

Boasting over 1.4 million monthly visits, GloTorrents indexes an expansive selection of torrents across all categories: movies, TV shows, music, games, software, anime and more.

The site is particularly strong for more niche content. For example, you‘ll find a great selection of audiobook torrents – perfect for frequent commuters.

My main complaints are the obtrusive ads which can crowd the page. But using an ad blocker alleviates this nuisance.

With Cpasbien gone, GloTorrents is a worthy replacement for torrenters seeking rare or niche content, thanks to the site‘s sheer size and variety.

Traffic: 1.4 million visits/month

Content library: Huge

Ads: Numerous

Ease of use: Moderate

5. iDope

Lastly, iDope is a hidden gem with a smaller but dedicated userbase of around 950,000 visits per month. 

The site focuses on quality over quantity – you won‘t find the same breadth of content as other alternatives, but torrents are carefully picked and verified.

Almost all content is well-seeded for fast downloads. You‘ll have no trouble finding efficient torrents for movies, music, games, or software. 

The overall vibe is less active community and more simple, no fuss torrent downloading. If that suits your needs, iDope is a smart post-Cpasbien option.

Traffic: 950,000 visits/month

Content library: Medium

Ads: Some banners

Ease of use: Easy

How to Download Torrents Safely and Anonymously

Finding a solid Cpasbien replacement is step one. But it‘s also crucial you take precautions to protect your privacy and security when torrenting.

Here are some quick tips to ensure safe, anonymous torrenting:

	
Use a VPN – This masks your IP address and online activity from prying ISPs, government agencies, and copyright trolls. It allows you to torrent with confidence.


	
Scan files before opening – Double check downloads with antivirus software to avoid malware infections.


	
Check user comments – Glance at comments on torrent pages for red flags about bad files.


	
Limit seeding – Avoid excessive seeding which may draw attention from copyright enforcers.


	
Disable P2P traffic – Some VPNs allow toggling off P2P traffic for added anonymity.


	
Stick to private trackers – More closed torrent communities have greater security. But they can be trickier to access.




For full details, see our guide on how to download torrents anonymously.

The right VPN is also critical for protecting your torrenting activities. See our picks for the best VPNs for torrenting.

Cpasbien Alternatives – FAQs and Recap

Let‘s recap the key takeaways about Cpasbien alternatives:

Why did Cpasbien shut down?

	Cpasbien faced increasing legal pressures and copyright complaints until authorities suspended the Cpasbien.io domain. This shut down the main site.


What are the best Cpasbien alternatives?

	KickassTorrents, Zooqle, EZTV, GloTorrents, and iDope are the top replacement options with similar features and content libraries.


Is torrenting legal?

	Downloading copyright-protected content via torrents is generally illegal. But torrenting public domain files and other legally shared content is fine.


Do you need a VPN for torrenting? 

	Yes, using a VPN is strongly recommended to download torrents safely and anonymously by masking your IP address and online activities.


Which torrent sites have the most content?

	KickassTorrents, GloTorrents, and EZTV have the largest content libraries out of the Cpasbien alternatives recommended.


I hope this guide has given you plenty of great options to move forward torrenting safely in a post-Cpasbien world. While the suspension of such a popular site was a big loss, fortunately viable alternatives exist.

Just remember to take precautions like using a VPN, scanning files before opening, and sticking to reputable torrent communities. Follow the tips outlined above and happy torrenting!
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Recently, the Torrentz2.eu domain was suspended by the EURid registry, shutting down the site completely.… Read More »Torrentz2.eu Domain Suspended – Here Are 5 Working Alternatives










10 Best Torrent Clients for Downloading (Free & Working) 
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Torrenting has become a popular way for people to share large files over the internet.… Read More »10 Best Torrent Clients for Downloading (Free & Working)
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If you landed on this page, you‘re probably wondering: What happened to Torrent9? This super… Read More »Torrent9.nz Domain Suspended – Here Are 5 Working Alternatives










What is Torrenting? Beginner‘s Guide to Using Torrents Safely in 2022 
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If you want to learn how to download files faster and access content not available… Read More »What is Torrenting? Beginner‘s Guide to Using Torrents Safely in 2022
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Hey friend! Are you looking to safely download files using torrents? Torrenting allows users like… Read More »19 Best Torrent Sites (Updated November 2023)
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Hi there! Have you been looking for working alternatives to download torrents safely and anonymously?… Read More »13 Pirate Bay Alternatives that Actually Work in 2022 (Free)
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